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The busy Manchester 17 MCC ran their fourth Dead Easy Trial of a Covid hit season last 
Saturday at the Hocker Lane venue in the Cheshire countryside near Macclesfield. This venue 
hasn’t been used for four years but really is a superb for a Dead Easy trial. Situated in and 
around an old sand quarry the grassy slopes and copses provide ample scope to set out suitable 
sections and provide the riders with a lengthy ride round which is always popular. 
Once again a healthy entry of seventy six solos and an encouraging five sidecars set out to ride 
four laps of ten sections for the solos and six sections for the chairs. 
On the hard route section one proved to be the trickiest. A tight turn over a root, another tight 
turn round a tree with a drop into a ditch before exiting the section, required the right amount 
of control and concentration. As the trial progressed the final ditch turned to mud and was very 
greasy. 
Sidecars also tackled this section and soon gathered a crowd of spectators to watch their 
“entertaining” attempts which were often spectacular to say the least! In fact only the eventual 
winning duo of Heath Dando/ Judith Waldron, and John Stanley/Laurie Gillie managed to do it 
for a dab.  
Section five observed by Henry “Renthal” was a little different. Set in a tree lined gully, a tight 
turn onto a log was the challenge on the Hard Route. Quite a few marks were lost here if the 
approach was not spot on. 
After a blast through a sand pit, riders then progressed to the final section which was a steep 
gully up the hillside with a turn through and back over a tricky ditch with a turn to the ends 
cards. Again full concentration needed for this one. 
On the Hard Route, only two riders went clean, Rob Mycock and Graham Harvey. 
On the Easy Route, there were no clean rides this time around. Ed Beesley, a newcomer to the 
sport, and Mike Dabek both lost eight marks, with veteran rider and club stalwart Ray Critchlow 
having one of his best rides of late a mark behind on nine.  
And so ended another successful event, the weather was perfect for trialling, a great venue, 
good entry, nice to see the sidecar numbers beginning to grow, and plenty of smiling faces all 
round at the end. 
 
RESULTS 
HARD ROUTE 
Robert Mycock (Majesty) Graham Harvey (Honda) both clean, Sam Limer (Gas Gas), L Lewis 
(Beta),Will Harding (Beta) all one mark lost, Will Tyler (Yamaha) 2, Martin Allen (Gas Gas), 
Anthony Wood (TRS) both three, Dave Porritt (Gas Gas), Ben Townsend (Scorpa), Ed Harding ( 
Beta) all five marks lost.   
EASY ROUTE 
Edward Beesley (Gas Gas), Mike Dabek (Beta) both 8, Ray Critchlow (Triumph) 9, Arthur 
Densem (Oset) 10, Harry Craig (Oset)12, George Belfield (Trials) 16, Glen Gosling (Fantic) 18 

SIDECARS 



HARD ROUTE 
Heath Dando/Judith Waldron (Montesa) 52, Stuart Riches/Sophie Hall (Gas Gas) 62 
EASY ROUTE 
Andy Ingleby / Laura Gillie (Bultaco) 34 
 
 
  
 
Joint winner on zero on the harder route Graham Harvey 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Joint winner on zero on the harder route Robert Mycock 

 


